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Abstract. The phenomenon of a subsonic pressure-driven flame in an inert porous medium filled with a flammable
gaseous mixture is considered in the present work. The paper focuses on the analysis of the impact of the inertia
of a fluid on the fine structure of the flame front and its velocity. In the frame of reference attached to an advancing
combustion wave and after a suitable non-dimensionalization the corresponding mathematical model includes
three highly nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The system is converted into a singularly perturbed
system of ODEs by a suitable choice of new phase coordinates and then treated analytically along the lines of
a suggested asymptotic machinery (modified version of the method of invariant (integral) manifolds - MIM).
According to the MIM, an arbitrary solution of the initial system of ODEs under consideration is represented as
a trajectory in the phase space. It is shown that two principally different parts of the trajectory exist: fast motion
from the initial point to a slow curve and another fast motion from the matching point lying on the slow curve
to the singular (final) point of the system. The first stage is associated with a pre-heat subzone of the flame,
whereas the second is interpreted as a reaction subzone. It is demonstrated that the matching point of these two
parts of the trajectory plays a crucial role in the description of the flame characteristics. The proposed analytical
approach allows one to obtain an analytical expression for the effect of inertia on the flame velocity. The theoretical
predictions show reasonably good agreement with data resulting from direct numerical simulations.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the combustion of gaseous mixtures within
porous inert media [1–4]. Flames stabilized within the porous matrix have higher burning
speeds and distinct flammability limits than open flames. There are a number of possible
explanations of the phenomenon, namely: internal feedback of heat from the burned to the
unburned gases through radiative heat transfer, conventional heat conduction through a solid
skeleton, diffusion of a heated gas due to a local pressure elevation, etc. We will focus on the
latter: a local pressure elevation.

The conventional approach to flame-propagation modelling in open air ignores pressure
perturbations. This is reasonable because the flame-propagation velocity in open air is signi-
ficantly lower than the speed of sound. This assumption is well founded in a number of com-
bustion problems considered in the literature. It means that pressure disturbances move away
from the reaction zone so fast that their influence on the intensity of the thermal processes is
negligibly small.

This conclusion is not correct for gaseous combustion processes in inert porous media,
because (for comparatively narrow pores) the speed of a pressure perturbation may be signi-
ficantly lower than the sound velocity, in open air. Under such circumstances a local elevation
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of the pressure may lead to the formation of a self-sustaining combustion wave controlled by
pressure diffusion.

In recent papers [2–4] this heuristic idea has been converted into original models that
describe a new physical mechanism of flames spreading through inert porous media. The
model assumes that, in compartively narrow pores, the propagation of combustion waves may
be governed mainly by diffusion of pressure (so-called barodiffusion) in porous media, rather
than by conventional heat transfer (thermal diffusion). Using the δ-function approximation of
the reaction zone (high-activation-energy assumption), the authors of [2] demonstrated that the
flame velocity in a porous medium may be sufficiently higher than in open space (caused by
conventional thermal-conductivity thermodiffusion). Later the existence of a travelling-wave
solution was proved in [3, 4] under the additional simplifying assumption of weak heat release.
The transition from low-velocity regimes (governed by conventional thermal conductivity) to
high-velocity regimes (controlled by pressure diffusion) was analyzed.

Traditionally the study of premixed gas flames in open space makes use of asymptotic
techniques. In particular, the method of inner and outer expansions represents a powerful
and effective tool for analyzing the structure and the velocity of flames in various media.
Unlike conventional deflagration, in pressure-driven flames, the temperature within the re-
action zone undergoes a nearly jumpwise increase, whereas the preheat zone is rather wide
and the temperature growth within it relatively slow. As a result the traditional multiple-scale
approach developed for tackling deflagrations analytically meets with formidable difficulties.
The present work aims to overcome this hurdle and evaluate the main characteristics of
the propagating flame. In this paper we demonstrate how the powerful method of integral
manifolds (MIM) [5], [6, Chapter 2], [7, Chapter 1], [8]] can be successfully applied to
this relatively new field, namely the problem of pressure-driven flame propagation through
a two-phase medium (inert solid skeleton filled with a flammable gaseous mixture).

The goal of the present paper is to study the impact of the inertia of the gaseous mix-
ture on flame propagation and to elucidate the effect of the inertia on the fine structure and
main characteristics of the flame front. The derived analytical formulas show reasonably good
agreement with results obtained by relevant numerical simulations.

2. Problem statement

We will use a model developed in [9–11]. The conventional single-temperature approach and
cell model are incorporated into the model. We restrict ourselves to a one-dimensional ap-
proach, assuming that it gives us conceptual qualitative information about the main dynamical
properties of the process. The porous medium is considered as a set of evenly spread parallel
capillaries of the same inner radius (so-called cell model), filled with a premixed combustible
gas mixture (the solid matrix is inert). The presence of the porous medium is accounted for
by the friction force (velocity-dependent) added to the momentum equation. The combination
of the inner capillary radius and gas-mixture viscosity may lead to the appearance of so-
called creeping flow of the reactant mixture. This flow regime corresponds to a low Reynolds
number Re. As in [9, 10] we assume that the friction force is internal, and does not affect the
total energy balance of the system.

To single out the pure impact of the pressure effect on the properties of a self-sustained
combustion wave driven by a local pressure elevation, the conventional mechanism of combu-
stion-wave propagation (thermal diffusion) is regarded as negligibly small (compared with
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pressure diffusion, i.e. barodiffusion) and it is thus excluded from our consideration. Ad-
ditionally, this allows us to simplify the mathematical description of the actual extremely
complex problem and to make it tractable analytically. Presumably, the approximated problem
preserves most of the basic features of the originally full nonlinear system.

Within the above constraints, the system of governing equations contains energy (1), con-
centration (2), momentum (3), continuity (4), state (5) equations, and reads

d

dx

(
ρ(u − D)(cvT + 1

2
u2) + Pu

)
= QW, (1)

d

dx
(ρ(u − D)Cf ) = −W, (2)

d

dx
(ρ(u − D)u + P) = −KF ρu|u|, (3)

d

dx
(ρ(u − D)) = 0, (4)

P = ρ

µ
RT = (cp − cv)ρT . (5)

Here a friction force (RHS of Equation (3)) is taken proportional to the square of the local
gas velocity u, which corresponds to the Forcheimer equation [11], and the reaction rate W is
taken in the conventional form of an Arrhenius law for a one-step reaction of the first order:

W = ACf ρ exp(−E/RT ). (6)

The following notations have been used: T – temperature (K); P – pressure (Pa); E – activ-
ation energy (J/kmol); D – velocity of the flame front in the laboratory system of coordinates
(m/s); C – concentration of the deficient reactant; c – specific heat capacity (J/kg/K); u –
gas velocity in the laboratory frame of reference (m/s); Q – combustion energy (J/kg); W
– reaction rate (kg/(s m3)); ρ – density (kg/m3); K – permeability of the medium (m2); ν

– kinematical viscosity (m2/s); A – pre-exponential (frequency) factor (1/s); R – universal
gas constant. Subscripts mean: f – combustible component of the gas mixture; p – under
constant pressure; v – under constant volume; 0 – undisturbed state; b – burnt (behind the
combustion wave front), F – related to the case of quadratic dependence of the friction force
on gas velocity. The system (1–5) is subject to boundary conditions (fresh mixture far ahead
of the front of the flame)

T (x → +∞) = T0, Cf (x → +∞) = Cf 0, P (x → +∞) = P0, ρ(x → +∞) = ρ0. (7)

The system (1–6), together with the boundary conditions (7), represents a complete math-
ematical description of the problem under consideration.

2.1. DIMENSIONLESS SYSTEM

To simplify the analysis further, let us introduce dimensionless variables along the lines of the
Semenov approach, which is well-accepted in thermal-explosion theory [12], [13, Chapter 2].
These dimensionless variables are defined as follows:

ξ = − x

D
A exp

(
− 1

2β

)
, β = RT0

E
, (8)
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η = Cf

Cf 0
, θ = 1

β
· T − T0

T0
, � = 1

β
· P − P0

P0
, (9)

where � is the dimensionless pressure; θ the dimensionless temperature; η the dimensionless
concentration of deficient reaction and ξ the automodel variable (dimensionless).

One of the main advantages of the proposed dimensionless variables is their independence
of the final temperature and pressure of the reaction products (mixture parameters behind
flame front). The dimensionless variables (9) are introduced with respect to the initial values
of the corresponding dimensional ones. This gives us an opportunity to consider the final
temperature and pressure as unknown parameters, which are to be found. Additionally, it
allows us to rewrite the originally multi-scale system (due to the presence of processes with
essentially different characteristic times) in the conventional form of a singularly perturbed
system of ordinary differential equations that allows us in turn to apply appropriate asymptotic
methods.

Making use of the expressions (8–9), one may rewrite the original system of equations in
the form

dθ

dξ
=

(
1 − εinert

(�−θ)(1+βθ)

(1+β�)3σ

)
HF (θ,�) +

(
1 − εinert

1+βθ

(1+β�)2βσ

)
HR(θ,�,η)(

1 − εinert
(1+βθ)

(1+β�)2βσγ

) , (10)

σ
d�

dξ
=

(
1 − εinert

(�−θ)

(1+β�)2

)
HF (θ,�) − εinert

(1+β�)β
HR(θ,�,η)(

1 − εinert
(1+βθ)

(1+β�)2βσγ

) , (11)

dη

dξ
= −ε2η

1 + β�

1 + βθ
exp

(
θ

1 + βθ

)
, (12)

HF(θ,�) = λ3
F

(� − θ)|� − θ|
(1 + βθ)(1 + β�)

, HR(θ,�,η) = ε1η
1 + β�

1 + βθ
exp

(
θ

1 + βθ

)
, (13)

where the following dimensionless parameters are given by

ε1 = Cf 0Q

cpT0β
exp

(
− 1

2β

)
, ε2 = exp

(
− 1

2β

)
, ε1 � 1, ε2 � 1, (14)

εinert = βD2

cpT0
� 1, σ = 1 − 1

γ
, γ = cp

cv

and the dimensionless flame speed λF is defined in the following way (subscript F denotes
the quadratic dependence of the friction force on the local gas velocity)

λ3
F = KF

βD3

cpT0A
exp

(
1

2β

)
. (15)

Let us remark also that the straight line � = θ, η = 0 is a line of singular points of the system
(10–12). Note also, that the problem under consideration contains the unknown parameter
(dimensional flame velocity D) as a part of the two distinct dimensionless combinations (εinert,
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responsible for the impact of the inertia of the gaseous mixture, and λF , dimensionless flame
velocity). This feature defines the main extent of the high level of complexity of the formulated
problem.

2.2. ENERGY INTEGRAL AND REDUCED SYSTEM

The system (10–12) is adiabatic; therefore the energy integral exists and can be easily derived.
It reads

η − 1 + ε2

ε1
(θ − σ� + 1

2
εinert

(� − θ)2

(1 + β�)2
) = 0. (16)

Additionally, the system (10–12) permits us to conclude that the unique singular point of
the system is characterized by an equality of the dimensionless temperature θb and pressure
�b. This point corresponds to the final point of the phase trajectory representing the flame
front in (�, θ, η) – phase space. Assuming that the reaction has been completed in the region
of a burnt mixture (i.e., ηb = 0) and using the energy integral (16), one can deduce that the
coordinates of the final point (main characteristics of the medium behind the flame front) are
as follows

θb = �b = ε1

ε2(1 − σ)
= ε1γ

ε2
, ηb = 0. (17)

The presence of the energy integral (16) allows us to exclude one of the variables (say,
the dimensionless concentration η), thus reducing the number of independent equations by
one. The energy integral (16) provides us with the expression η = η(θ,�), which can be
substituted in the equations for the temperature (10) and pressure (11). The reduced system
contains the two ODEs (10–11) where the functiosn HR and HF and η = η(θ,�) are given
by relations (13) and (16), respectively.

It is clear that a qualitative analysis of the reduced system (10–11), using standard meth-
ods, is made extremely difficult by the complexity of the right-hand sides of the equations.
Therefore, appropriate numerical procedures must be resorted to. Alternatively, the presence
of the sufficiently different time scales raises the possibility of using some kind of asymptotic
procedure. In this paper, we exploit a powerful technique, namely a geometrical version of
the integral (invariant) method (MIM), which permits us to decompose a phase-space ana-
lysis of an arbitrary multi-scale system into separate studies of its fast and slow subsystems.
This decomposition can be different for different flame zones. The advantage of this decom-
position is that any subsystem has lower dimensions than the original one. Results of this
geometrical/analytical study usually have a compact, clear rendition in terms of the physico-
chemical parameters of the system. Although numerical solution of the Equations (10–11) is
straightforward, a general analytical parametric analysis of the system behaviour, such as will
be presented here, is unattainable by numerical means.
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3. Analysis and results

3.1. MIM – SHORT DESCRIPTION

Before proceeding with the analysis, we diverge to give a brief general description of this
approach. The essence of any qualitative study of a multi-scale system involves analyses of
the processes sequentially, moving from the fastest to the slowest. Consider an arbitrary multi-
scale hierarchical system. Suppose that a particular process is associated with a certain scale.
Then, to leading order, all slower processes will be ‘frozen’, whereas all faster processes
will have reached a ‘quasistationary’ state (in the sense that their rate of change will have
already approached that of the given particular process). Note that, in a general case, the
‘quasi-stationary’ state can be temporary, with the process becoming fast again in a finite
period of time.

Now consider an arbitrary parametric region where there exists a clear distinction between
the rates of change of the various variables. Suppose that a single variable is fastest and
all the other variables can be considered as slowly varying with the same rate of change.
Asymptotically, the rate of change of the fastest variable is infinitely greater than that of the
other variables. Let us choose an initial point in the space of variables under consideration
and contrast further development of their dynamical behavior. Upon comparing the relative
change of the variables, we conclude that, while the value of the fastest one varies, all others
will conserve their initial values (because their rates are infinitely less than that of the fastest
variable). This situation is maintained until the moment when the fastest variable approaches
its ‘steady state’. The latter is the point at which the rate of change of the fastest variable
becomes of the same order of magnitude as the rates of change of the other variables. At this
point another stage of the dynamical process begins (the slow part), which is characterized by
some type of balance between the rates of change. Mathematically this balance represents a
functional relation determining a hyper-surface (slow invariant manifold). The lower dimen-
sion (by one) of the hyper-surface, where the slow stage begins, is analytically advantageous.
Also, in turn, the slow stage can once again be subdivided into fast and slow regions and the
entire analysis can be repeated. The relevant mathematical background of this sort of analysis
can be found in the theory of integral (invariant) manifolds [5], [6, Chapter 2], [7, Chapter
1], [8, 14]. An original version of the integral manifolds method [6, Chapter 2] was adapted
for combustion problems in [8]. The technique of MIM has proved to be highly successful
in unraveling problems of gaseous combustion, including flame propagation in porous media
[10, 15, 16].

3.2. SINGULARLY PERTURBED SYSTEM

To successfully perform an asymptotic analysis of the system (10–11), it would make sense
to divide the flame front into two subzones along the lines of Zel’dovich’s approach [17,
Chapter 4]. The subdivision into two qualitatively different subzones, which are usually re-
ferred to as the preheat and the reaction zones, is possible due to the nature of the Arrhenius
reaction term and the assumption of high activation energy. In turn, the existence of the two
subzones leads to a similar subdivision of the physically interesting region of the phase plane
into two corresponding sub-regions. The problem considered here may be reformulated and
solved within each of the two subregions on the basis of its specific properties. The asymp-
totic solutions obtained separately in these subregions are then to be matched. To reach the
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aforementioned aim, it would be worthwhile to reformulate the original problem in a form
treatable by the suggested approach.

Despite a sufficient difference in characteristic times of the processes involved, the system
(10–12) and the reduced system (10–11) (note that the third variable, the concentration η, can
be excluded from consideration due to the existence of the energy integral) are not directly
treatable by the chosen asymptotic tool (MIM). The reason is that the pair of Equations (10–
11) does not represent a singularly perturbed system of ODEs in a conventional form. To make
the Equations (10–11) tractable for the MIM, we need to introduce a pair of new variables
instead of the existing θ and �. The new variables should allow us to emphasize the difference
in time scales.

There are a number of basic principles that can be exploited to exchange the variables. The
physical rationale lying behind the choice made in the present paper is rather simple. The key
to the suggested approach lies in the suitable utilization of these features, which allows us
to re-formulate the original problem as two separate sets of ODEs written in pure SPS form
(treatable by the adopted asymptotic tool): the new variables are chosen as deviations from
the corresponding approximate conservation laws.

It makes sense to follow the previous order of analysis: from preheat subzone to the reac-
tion zone. Within the preheat subzone an input of the exothermic chemical reaction is assumed
to be negligible, whereas the friction force plays a dominant role in the system dynamics.
As a result, the system energy remains almost constant and we can interpret this fact as the
existence of an approximate law of energy conservation in this subzone. On the other hand,
the momentum of the system changes essentially within the preheat subzone. Hence, one
of the new variables can be introduced as a deviation from the approximate law of energy
conservation (in the absence of reaction)

v = θ − σ� + 1

2
εinert

(� − θ)2

(1 + β�)2
. (18)

Having determined a new variable v (18), a slow alteration of the introduced variable within
the preheat subzone is expected.

Note here, that the preheat subzone (subzone of preliminary heating of the fresh mixture in
the head of the flame) should be called the ‘pre-pressure’ zone, because thermal diffusion is
excluded from consideration and heat is transferred due to pressure diffusion. Therefore, the
term ‘preheat’ accepted in the paper is used conditionally to some extent.

All aforementioned arguments can be repeated mutatis mutandis for the reaction subzone.
The preheat subzone is distinguished by a negligible chemical-reaction impact. Conversely,
the reaction subzone is characterized by a dominant role of the heat release due to the chemical
reaction. The influence of the other processes (hydraulic resistance) is assumed to be of minor
importance. Therefore, unlike the preheat subzone, the reaction subzone can be typified by
another approximate conservation law – the system momentum conservation. Similar to the
introduced variable v (18), a second new variable u can be determined as a divergence from
the approximate law of momentum conservation

u = σ� − εinert

β

� − θ

1 + β�
. (19)

The right-hand side of expression (19) represents the dimensionless form of the momentum
equation (3). A clear advantage of this definition is our expectation that the new variable u will
be slow within the reaction subzone.
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The introduced variables v and u permit us to rewrite system (10–11) in the following form

dv

dξ
= HR(θ(u, v),�(u, v)), (20)

du

dξ
= HF(θ(u, v),�(u, v)). (21)

Remember that both of the introduced variables are expected to be slow in the different
subzones: v (20) – within the preheat subzone, u – within the reaction subzone. To justify this
conclusion and further analysis, let us compare the rates of changes of the variables v, u with
each other in each of the two subzones.

In the preheat subzone the temperature of the mixture is close to the initial value (zero)
and one can conclude that the Arrhenius exponent is of the order O(1). Therefore, to leading
order, the terms HR and HF , with respect to the small parameter β, are as follows

HR ∼ 1

β
exp

(
− 1

2β

)
, HF ∼ β exp

(
1

2β

)
. (22)

The ratio of these two terms (HR, HF ) determines the relation between the RHSs of
Equations (20–21) and it reads

HR

HF

∼ 1

β2
exp

(
−1

β

)
� 1. (23)

The inequality (23) means, in particular, that within the preheat subzone the variable u is
much faster than the variable v. The deduction made justifies our previous conclusion (v was
expected to be slow within the preheat subzone).

Within the reaction subzone the situation differs from that in the preheat one. The temper-
ature of the gaseous mixture comes close to the temperature of the burnt combustion products,
which is determined by Equation (17). Therefore, one can suppose that the temperature θ is of
the order ε1/ε2, which leads us to the conclusion that the Arrhenius term HR is exponentially
large within the reaction subzone, whereas the hydrodynamic term HF remains the same

HR ∼ ε1 exp

(
− ε1/ε2

1 + βε1/ε2

)
∼ 1

β
exp

(
1

2β

)
, HF ∼ β exp

(
1

2β

)
. (24)

Expressions (24) allow us to derive a corresponding relation between the two RHSs of the
Equations (20–21) in this subzone

HR

HF

∼
1
β

exp
(

1
2β

)

β exp
(

1
2β

) = 1

β2
� 1. (25)

The inequality (25) simply demonstrates the well-known fact that, within the thin subzone,
where an exothermic chemical reaction takes place, the Arrhenius term HR plays a leading role
and it dominates the hydraulic resistance term HF . Hence, the rate of change of the variable u
is much slower than that of v within the reaction subzone. As in the previous case this justifies
our preliminary conclusions based on the suggested way of choosing the variable u (u was
expected to be slow within the reaction subzone).
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To successfully perform an asymptotical analysis of the system (10–11) it will make sense
to introduce one more auxiliary variable, which has the same rate of change within the two-
subzones. To reach the declared aim, let us define a new variable w as the difference between
the two former ones

w = u − v = 2σ� − θ − 1

2
εinert

(� − θ)2

(1 + β�)2
+ εinert

β

� − θ

1 + β�
. (26)

The new variable w has a distinguishing feature: it is a fast variable within both subzones.
Indeed, a corresponding ODE determining the dynamics of the new variable w can be written
in the form

dw

dξ
= HR(θ(w, v), �(w, v)) − HF(θ(w, v), �(w, v)), (27)

To clarify the statement made above, one only needs to compare values of the RHSs of
(20), (21), (27). In other words, we will compare the rates of change of the variables u, v, w

in the distinct subzones of the flame front.
One can see that Equation (27) contains both terms HR, HF , whereas each of the Equa-

tions (20) and (21) includes only one of these two terms. As was shown earlier, within the
preheat subzone, the term HR is exponentially small with respect to HF and the inequality (23)
is valid. Therefore, the rate of change of the new variable w is determined by the hydraulic
resistance term HF and the variable w varies much faster than the variable v (note that the
definition of the variable v causes it to alternate slowly within the preheat subzone). In a
similar way we can deduce that, within the reaction subzone, where the Arrhenius term HR

is exponentially large with respect to HF , and the inequality (25) is valid, the behaviour of
the new variable w is determined by the reaction term HR. Hence, the variable w transforms
much faster than the variable u (note that, due to choice of the variable u, it changes slowly
within the reaction subzone). To recap these estimates, we summarize that the variable w (26)
is fast within both sub-zones.

The reasons mentioned above permit us to conclude that the current system of governing
equations decouples into two different singularly perturbed systems of ODEs within the ap-
propriate subzones of the flame front. Both systems contain one of the pair of Equations (20)
or (21) and a differential Equation (27) for the new variable w.

Thus, there is a good reason to consider a flame configuration within the preheat subzone
governed by the pair of Equations (20), (27) (v – slow, w – fast), whereas the combustion-
wave structure within the reaction subzone will be better described by the pair (21), (27) (u
– slow, w – fast). This decomposition permits us to rewrite the original system (10–11) as
two separate systems for the different subzones of the flame. Each of these systems has the
conventional form of a singularly perturbed system of ODEs making direct application of the
MIM legitimate.

3.3. FLAME-FRONT STRUCTURE – SUBZONES

We now turn to the analysis of the possible dynamical scenarios of the solutions of the reduced
system (10–11). We catalogue the different possibilities according to the criteria mentioned
above.
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Figure 1. The possible slow curves and trajectories. Symbols designate: a – the slow curve RwvSwv and the fast
part �inQwv of the trajectory in the plane v, w: b – the slow curve RwuSwu and the fast part QwuPfin of the
trajectory in the plane u, w; c – presentation of various trajectories in the plane θ, �: �i(RiSi ) (i = 1,2,3) –
possible locations of the slow curve (due to various values of the flame velocities λF ), PinQ1P1, PinQ2Pfin,
PinQ3P3 – possible trajectories, PinQ2Pfin – the single trajectory approaching the final point Pfin.

3.3.1. A preheat subzone
The variables v, w are the most suitable ones for analyzing the dynamics in the preheat sub-
zone. Here w is a fast variable and v is a slow variable. For these variables the system (10–11)
can be rewritten as follows:

dw

dξ
= HR(θ(w, v),�(w, v)) − HF(θ(w, v),�(w, v)), (28)

dv

dξ
= HR(θ(w, v),�(w, v)). (29)

The slow curve of the singularly perturbed system is derived by equating the RHS of
Equation (28) for the fast variable (w) to zero. Hence, for the preheat subzone, when v is
the slow variable, the slow curve for the current system is given by the equation

�wv = HR(θ(w, v),�(w, v)) − HF (θ(w, v),�(w, v)) = 0. (30)

It is good to underline here that the exact form and location of the slow curve depend on
the value λF of the flame velocity, which serves as an unknown parameter of the problem (to
be determined).

As we have already mentioned above, the slow surface may consist of stable and unstable
parts, in the sense that they attract or repel trajectories. For the initial point Pin, the branch
RwvSwv of the slow curve �wv is an attractor and the trajectory PinQwv moves towards it
(Figure 1a). The trajectory moves in such a way that the value of the slow variable v conserves
its initial value, while the value of the fast variable w changes rapidly. We can readily show
that this initial stage of the system dynamics is characterized by a constant value of the con-
centration η, which conserves its initial value η0 = 1. This outcome justifies our assumption
that this part of the trajectory can be interpreted as the preheat subzone of the flame, where
the temperature and pressure change only, while the concentration remains constant.
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Figure 1. (Continued.)

Figure 2. Projection of the systems; real trajectory on the planes θ, � (a) and θ,η (b). Solid line PinWPfin –
result of numeric simulations of the considered model, chain-dashed line – result of numeric simulations of
non-inertial model, dashed lines PinQ2 (preheat zone) and Q2Pfin (reaction zone) – our approximations. The
system parameters are β = 0·0295; γ = 1·3; ε1 = 6·43 × 10−6; ε2 = 4·35 × 10−8; σ = 0·23; q = 5·66667.
The dimensionless flame velocity (used for dashed trajectory, numerical data) is λF = 1·42 the dimensional one
is D = 72·1 m/s.

3.3.2. B. Reaction subzone
The variables u, w are the most suitable ones for analyzing the dynamics in the reaction sub-
zone. Here w is a fast variable and u is slow. For these variables the system (10–11) can be
rewritten as follows:

dw

dξ
= HR(θ(w, u), �(w, u)) − HF (θ(w, u),�(w, u)), (31)

du

dξ
= HF(θ(w, u), �(w, u)). (32)

The slow curve of the set of equations (singularly perturbed system) is derived by equating
the RHS of Equation (28) for the fast variable (w) to zero. The slow curve for this zone
coincides with the slow curve for the preheat zone:

�wuHR(θ(w, u),�(w, u)) − HF (θ(w, v),�(w, u)) = 0. (33)
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Just as the preheat subzone is handled we may analyze the reaction zone. For the initial
point Q of this part of the trajectory the branch RwuSwu of the slow curve �wu (33) is repulsive
and the trajectory QwuPfin moves from it in the direction of the final point Pfin that corresponds
to the burnt mixture (�b, θb) (Figure 1b). Using (19), we can observe that the value of the slow
variable u is constant and equal to its initial value. As in the previous stage, the value of the
fast variable w changes fast.

3.3.3. Entire trajectory
One can easily see that the same equation of the slow curves (30) and (33) de facto represents
the same curve for two different systems of coordinates: �wv – in the (w, v) plane, �wu –
in the (w, u) plane. Hence, the points Qwu (Figure 1a) and Qwv (Figure 1b) should represent
the same point Q in the original (�, θ) plane. In other words, the final point Qwu of the first
part Pin Qwu (Figure 1a) of the trajectory should serve as the initial point Qwu for the second
part QwvPfin (Figure 1b) of the trajectory (the points Qwu and Qwv coincide with the point Q,
Figure 1c).

Summarizing the previous analysis and combining the two dynamical scenarios described
above, we can present an approximation of the entire trajectory of the system in the �, θ plane
in the following way (Figure 1c). Starting from the initial point Pin, the approximate trajectory
PinQi (i = 1, 2, 3) of the system moves toward the attracting branch RiSi (i = 1, 2, 3). This
part of the approximate trajectory matches to the part of the approximated trajectory presented
in Figure 1a (preheat subzone) and it is characterized by a constant value of the system energy
(the variable v is asymptotically constant in the (w, v) plane).

It would be worthwhile to recall here that the value of the flame velocity λF affects the
following: location of the slow curve, the position of the matching point Q, the division of the
phase plane into subzones and the choice of the coordinate systems in subzones. In Figure 1c
we present positions of the slow curve, the matching point and the approximate trajectory for
three different values of the flame velocity λF . The existence of a number of slow curves RiSi

(i = 1, 2, 3) and matching points Qi (i = 1, 2, 3) reflects this fact (different values of the
index i correspond to different values of the flame velocity).

Only for a special value of the flame velocity λF the trajectory can reach the singular
(final) point Pfin with coordinates �b = θb = ε1/ε2γ. In Figure 1c this trajectory is depicted
as PinQ2Pin (i = 2). This special trajectory contains the two parts. The first part has a starting
point Pin. Once it is approaching the point Q2, the trajectory changes its behavior. The part of
the trajectory, starting at this point, moves in such a way that it approaches the singular (final)
point Pfin. All other trajectories (such as PinQ1P1 or PinQ3P3) move above or below the final
point Pin. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1c by PinQ1P1 or PinQ3P3. It would make sense
to say that the part Q2Pfin of the second trajectory PinQ2Pfin is compatible with the trajectory
QwuPfin presented in Figure 1b (reaction subzone) in the (w, u) plane. Its distinguishing fea-
ture is an approximate conservation law of the system’s momentum (geometrically it means
that the variable u is a slow variable in the (w, u) plane).

3.4. MATCHING POINT

Note, that the location of the final point Pfin does not depend on the flame velocity λF and
has a permanent position in the phase plane. Therefore, the only way to find the desired
trajectory (PinQ2Pfin; Figure 1c) is to vary the slow curve in such a way, that the matching
point Q2 belongs to it. To determine the location of the slow curve, we should match the two
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different parts of the desired trajectory PinQ2Pfin and to determine first the location of point
Q2. Actually, the point Q2 serves as a matching point between the two parts of the approximate
trajectory that corresponds to the preheat and reaction subzones of the flame front. Performing
the matching, we remember that at the point Q2 the variable u has the same value that it had
in the starting point Pin of the trajectory PinQwu (Figure 1a). Similar to the variable u, the
variable v at the point Q2 has the same value that it had at the singular (final) point Pfin of
the trajectory. Hence, we have the following system of equations for the evaluation of the
coordinates of the point Q2

HR(θQ,�Q) − HF(θQ,�Q) = 0,

uQ = u0 = 0; vQ = vfin = vb = σ�b,
(34)

where θQ and �Q are the coordinates of point Q2 in the �, θ plane.
Remember that the first of these three equations (34) guarantees that the point Q2 belongs

to the slow curve and the last two are obtained from the asymptotic analysis of the system
trajectory. The last two equations of (34) can be re-written in the form

{
vQ = vfin = σ�b

uQ = u0 = 0
⇒




σ(�Q − �b) − εinert
(�Q − θQ)

(1 + β�Q)
= 0,

θQ − σ�Q + 1

2
εinert

(�Q − θQ)2

(1 + β�Q)2
= 0.

(35)

The system (35) can be solved analytically as has already been done for a simpler case,
when the impact of inertia was neglected [18]. In the model, the unknown values θQ and
�Q represent explicit functions of the parameter εinert, describing the impact of the inertia
phenomenon. We do not present here these functions, because we intend to use further an
asymptotic expansion of θQ(εiner) and �Q(εinert) as functions of the small parameter εinert.

3.5. FLAME VELOCITY

An analytical expression for the flame velocity λF can be determined in the following manner.
During the first stage we consider the functions θQ(εinert) and �Q(εinert) as they are determined
by the system (35). In the second step we derive a relation between the flame velocity λF and
the inertia parameter εinert. Finally, we substitute all these relations as functions of the inertia
parameter εinert in the first of the three relations (34). Recall that this equation means that the
matching point Q2 belongs to the slow curve �.

The equation that is finally obtained,

λ3
F

(
εinert)(�Q(εinert)−θQ(εinert)

)2 − ε1
(
1+β�Q(εinert)

)2
exp

(
θQ(εinert)

1+βθQ(εinert)

)
= 0 (36)

with respect to the unknown inertia parameter εinert, allows us to determine its value, and,
using a connection between εinert and λF , to get finally an approximate formula for the flame
velocity λF .

Let us return to the functions θQ(εinert) and �Q(εinert), which were derived as a solution of
the system (35). Owing to the region of the flame velocities considered here (subsonic flames),
the value of the parameter εinert, responsible for the inertia phenomenon, is relatively small
(with respect to unity). Therefore, the functions (θQ(εinert) and �Q(εinert) can be expanded
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with respect to the small parameter εinert. For our purpose an expansion of the first order is
sufficient. It reads

�Q = A0 + εinertA1, θQ = B0 + εinertB1, (37)

where the coefficient A0, A1, B0, B1 are defined as follows:

A0 = �b, A1 = �b(1 − σ)

σβ(1 + β�b)
, C = KF

A

(
CpT0

β
exp

(
1

β

))1/2

,

B0 = σ�b, B1 =
(

�b(1 − σ)

β(1 + β�b)
− 1

2

�2
b(1 − σ)2

(1 + β�b)
2

)
. (38)

At the current stage of the analysis let us draw the attention of the reader to the definition
(14) of the inertia parameter εinert and expression (15) of the dimensionless flame velocity
λF via its dimensional counterpart. The parameter εinert is proportional to the square of the
dimensional flame velocity D (14), whereas the dimensionless flame velocity λF is directly
proportional to the dimensional flame velocity D (15). Hence, within the framework of the
accepted model, there is a simple connection between the expression λ3

F and the inertia
parameter εinert: λ3

F = Cε
3/2
inert.

This relation and the expansions (37) can be substituted in Equation (34) (the slow-curve
equation). After simplification, Equation (36) can be rewritten as

D0 + εinertD1 + ε
3/2
inertD3/2 + ε

5/2
inertD5/2 = 0, (39)

where the coefficients D0, D1, D3/2, D5/2 are given as follows:

D0 = −ε1(1 + βA0)
2 exp

(
B0

1 + βB0

)
,

D1 = −ε1(1 + βA0) exp

(
B0

1 + βB0

) (
2βA1 + (1 + βA0)

(1 + βB0)2
B1

)
,

D3/2 = (A0 − B0)
2C; D5/2 = 2(A0 − B0)(A1 − B1)C. (40)

Equation (39) is an equation for the inertia parameter εinert and can be solved numerically.
Exploiting definition (14) of the parameter εinert responsible for the inertia impact, one can get
a relation between εinert and the dimensional flame velocity D

εinert = βD2

CpT0
⇒ D2 = cpT0

εinert

β
= εinert

(γ − 1)β
. (41)

4. Discussion

The equation (coordinates) allows us to estimate the impact of the inertia phenomenon on
the flame velocity. Preliminary estimates show that, within the chosen region of the flame
velocities (subsonic flames), the correction to the flame speed due to inertia should be of order
of the small parameter β. Indeed, expression (14) for the parameter εinert can be rewritten in
the form

εinert = βD2

cpT0
= (γ − 1)β

D2

a2
0

= (γ − 1)βM2, (42)
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where a0 is the sound velocity in the fresh mixture, M is the Mach number computed with
respect to the velocity of sound in the fresh mixture. Under the accepted assumption regarding
the subsonic character of the flame (M < 1), the value of the parameter εinert remains of the
order of the small parameter β. The physics lying behind this conclusion is rather simple:
within the chosen region of the flame velocities, the impact of the inertia phenomenon is
small with respect to the governing mechanisms (pressure diffusion and chemical reaction).

4.1. CONSISTENCE WITH THE PREVIOUS RESULTS

Neglecting the inertia phenomenon should provide us with the result obtained earlier for a
pressure-driven flame in a porous medium [18]. To perform this transformation correctly, we
have to neglect the impact of the inertia phenomenon (to equate the inertia parameter εinert

to zero in the Equations (18), (19)). The expressions for the variables u, v. are sufficiently
simplified and read

u = σ�; v = θ − σ� (43)

Adopting the approach described above, we can easily determine the coordinates of the
matching point Q2 dividing the flame front into preheat and reaction subzones. The desired
coordinates are as follows

θQ = σ�b, �Q = �b = ε1γ

ε2
, ηQ = 1. (44)

Once we have obtained these values, we will be able to derive an analytical expression
for the flame velocity λF using Equation (34) for the slow curve. The formula for the flame
velocity in the non-inertial case can be written as

λ3
F =

ε1(1 + β�Q)2 exp
(

θQ

1+βθQ

)
(�Q − θQ)2

. (45)

Expression (45) coincides with the expression that was derived earlier by the authors
for a model without inertia effects [18]. One can see that structure of the expression (45)
resembles the well-known formula for the flame speed for gaseous combustion as suggested
in [17, Chapter 4], where the flame velocity is proportional to the square root of the Arrhenius
exponent. Unlike Zel’dovich’s formula [17, Chapter 4], expression (45) provides us with an
unusual dependence of the flame velocity on the Arrhenius exponent, namely a cubic-root
dependence of the Arrhenius exponent, where the power of the exponent is determined by the
temperature at the point Q2 serving as a boundary between the two subzones of the flame.

There is good reason to note here that our prediction (45) for the flame velocity in the case
of zero impact of inertia coincides with results [11] (for a particular case) that were obtained
on the basis of the rather cumbersome modification of the conventional multi-scale approach.
This fact lends credit to the approach suggested in the present paper.

4.2. PREDICTION vs NUMERICS

To check the correctness of the theoretical formulae, a number of direct numerical simulations
have been performed. The Cauchy problem for the system of dimensionless equations (10–12)
has been solved numerically for some typical combinations of the parameter values. Here we
present a comparative analysis of the theoretical predictions and the numerical simulations.
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Figure 3. Typical time histories of the flame front of the considered problem. For the system parameters see
caption of Figure 2.

Figure 2 allows us to get a visual impression of how the approximation based on the
asymptotic approach (MIM) describes a real trajectory in phase space. The figure is a pro-
jection of the real trajectory in the three-dimensional space �, θ, η onto the (θ, �) plane
(Figure 2a) and the (θ, η) plane (Figure 2b). The smooth solid curve PinWPfin represents
the result of a direct numerical simulation, whereas the dashed lines PinQ2 and Q2Pfin are
based on the asymptotic approximations (MIM, within preheat and reaction subzones). The
approximation PinQ2 of the preheat sub-zone corresponds to the stage PinQwv (Figure 1a)
and to the component PinQ2 in Figure 1c. In turn, the approximation Q2Pfin of the reaction
subzone relates to the component QwuPfin (Figure 1b) and section Q2Pfin in Figure 1c.

One can see that, within the preheat subzone (θ in the interval 0–50), the energy of the
system is almost constant; a difference between the two curves (theoretical and numerical) is
not visible. Visually the pressure � is strictly proportional to the temperature θ. A cause of this
proportionality can be found in expression (18). As we have already mentioned above, within
the accepted region of flame velocities, the parameter εinert is small, and relation (18) reads as
v = σ� − θ. Taking into account the fact that the variable v is slow within the preheat sub-
zone (asymptotically the variable v conserves its initial zero value within the chosen subzone),
one can easily understand the proportionality � ∼ θ. The coefficient of proportionality (σ) is
larger than unity, which means that the pressure rises faster than the temperature. A beginning
discrepancy is observable only in the vicinity of the point Q2 (a matching point dividing the
flame front into two subzones), where the character of the trajectory changes.

In a similar way one can ensure that the momentum of the system conserves its final value
within the reaction subzone with rather good accuracy. It is difficult to distinguish two curves
(solid and dashed ones) within the interval [70, 200] of θ-values. This testifies to the fact that
the suggestion made regarding the approximate nature of the law of momentum conservation
was fairly reasonable. One can see that the approximation looks reasonable and the most
discrepancy is observed in the neighborhood of point Q2.

The computed results for the temperature, pressure and fuel concentration are presented in
Figure 3 and should be considered together with the analytical predictions of the Figures 1a
and 1b. In Figure 3 one can see that the pressure � and the temperature θ begin to change
in the preheat subzone (the pressure � rises faster than the temperature (θ), while the value
of the concentration η appears to be constant (the energy of the system – the variable v is
asymptotically constant). The pressure rises and at some point reaches a value higher than its
final value. Just after that, the temperature θ and the concentration η start alternating rather
fast, while the pressure � appears to be constant (momentum of the system − the variable
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Figure 4. Typical structure of the flame front of the considered problem. For the system parameters see caption to
Figure 2.

u – is asymptotically constant within this subzone). One can see that, in accordance with the
theoretical predictions made earlier, the pressure rises more quickly than the temperature and
reaches its final value (pressure of the reaction products) at the point located very closely to
the point where the temperature jumps. This is the point Q2 separating the two subzones of
the flame (reaction and preheat).

Figure 4 illustrates how the pressure � changes as the dimensionless temperature θ in-
creases for two different cases, namely with and without inertia effects. The solid curves 1
and 2 depict results of a numerical solution of the original system. The simulations make the
difference in the flame structure apparent – line 2 (inertia ON) has a maximum in the vicinity
of θ ∼ 50, whereas line 1 (inertia OFF) approaches its final maximum value. One can also
see that, just after the maximum point, curve 2 smoothly decreases to its final adiabatic value,
while line 1 remains constant. Curves 3 (inertia OFF) and 4 (inertia ON) present our analytic
approximations. One can conclude that the accuracy of the approximations is fairly good and
the applied asymptotic approach slightly overestimates the function �(θ).

It would make sense to note here that an arbitrary asymptotic tool is able to provide us with
results that are asymptotically correct (general case). Nevertheless, as we will see further in the
problem under consideration, the discrepancy between the analytical formulae and the results
of the numerical simulations are quite good. This lends credit to the suggested asymptotic
method.

The dependence of the dimensional flame velocity D on the small parameter β for different
cases and the accuracy of the theoretical predictions are presented in Figure 5. As in the
previous figure, the solid curves in Figure 5a depict numerical results, whereas the dashed
lines are the theoretical predictions. The odd numbers correspond to the non-inertial case,
whilst the even numbers (2, 4) relate to the model with inertia taken into account and compares
theoretical predictions (45) (estimates of the flame velocity λF ) and numerical data. The speed
of the flame grows when the parameter β is increased.

The accuracy of the analytical prediction can be estimated by the formula
(

λtheor
F − λnum

F

λnum
F

100

)
(%), (46)
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Figure 5. Theoretical predictions (41) and (45) of the flame-velocity dependence on the dimensionless parameter
β vs results of numerical simulations. a. Dimensional flame velocity D vs. parameter β. Solid lines – numerical
simulations, dashed ones – theoretical predictions; the odd numbers (1,3) – non-inertial model; the even numbers
(2,4) – inertia accounted for. b. Relative accuracy (46) of the theoretical formulae (41) and (45) vs. the dimen-
sionless parameter β. Digits designate: 1 – relative accuracy of the approximation (45) compared with numerics
for the non-inertial model (relative difference between the lines 1 and 3 in Figure 5a); 2 – relative accuracy of
the approximation (41) compared with numerics for inertial model (relative difference between the lines 2 and 4
in Figure 5a). c. Relative accuracy (46) of the theoretical formulae (41) and (45) vs. the dimensionless parameter
β. Digits designate: 1 – relative accuracy of the approximation (41) compared with numerics for the full model
(relative difference between the lines 2 and 4 in Figure 5a); 2 – relative accuracy of the approximation (45)
compared with numerics for the full model (relative difference between the lines 2 and 3 in Figure 5a).

where λtheor
F is the theoretical prediction (45) for the flame velocity and λnum

F represents results
of an appropriate numerical simulation. In Figure 5b the results of the comparison are plotted.
Curve 1 presents the relative accuracy of our approximation for the non-inertial model (relative
difference between the lines 1 and 3 in Figure 5a), whereas line 2 depicts the result of an
application of Equation (46) to the model with the inertia mechanism accounted for. Figure 5c
illustrates how the accuracy of the asymptotic formulae (41) and (45) changes as the parameter
β increases. Both calculations were performed with respect to a numerical simulation of the
model with inertia accounted for. In fact, curve 1 in Figure 5c presents the relative difference
between the lines 2 and 4 in the Figure 5a (relative error is and remains positive), whereas
the bends 2 in Figure 5c depict a relation benveen the curves 2 and 3 (relative error quickly
becomes and remains negative). The analysis of the relevant numerical simulations shows
that the accuracy of the theoretical predictions sufficiently depends on the chosen parametric
region. For the specific set of the problem parameters, the relative error of the analytical for-
mulae is about 4–6% and grows (an absolute value) slowly within this interval as the parameter
β increases.

Figure 6 demonstrates how the dimensional flame velocity D changes as the coefficient
of the quadratic friction force KF increases. Figure 6 compares the theoretical predictions
(41) and (45) and numerical data resulting from numerical simulations. The flame speed
increases sharply in the region of small values of β and tends to some constant value when β

increases. The accuracy (46) of the explicit expression (45) in the parametric region used for
the simulations presented in the figures is about 3–7%. Note here that the absolute error of
the prediction (the absolute value of the difference between the theoretical and the numerical
results) seems almost constant and does not demonstrate any visible dependence on β.

The discrepancy between the analytical formula obtained by the MIM and the results of
the numerical simulations can be regarded as fairly good.
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Figure 5. (Continued.) Figure 6. Dimensional flame velocity D vs. friction
parameter KF . The solid line represents the results of
direct numerical simulations. Digits designate (dashed
lines): 1 – non-inertial theoretical prediction (45), 2
– analytical estimate (41) (inertia phenomenon is ac-
counted for).

5. Conclusions

It is now a well-established experimental fact that flames spreading through an inert porous
medium filled with combustible gas may have unusual properties [1]. One of the main reasons
for these phenomena is the crucial role of the hydrodynamic conditions of the gas flow through
a porous medium for the determination of the flame properties. The present paper has been
devoted to the asymptotic study of the inertia effect on the behavior of a pressure-driven flame
in a porous medium. The suggested asymptotic approach permitted – for the first time – to
obtain an analytical asymptotic solution of the problem under consideration.

To recapitulate the analysis of the inertia effect on the structure of a pressure-driven flame
in a porous medium, let us summarize the main ideas and results of our study. The specific
problem of flame propagation in a porous medium, where a driving force is the local elevation
of the pressure, rather than the conventional mechanism of heat diffusion, was considered
and analyzed. The physical model of the phenomenon incorporated the exothermic chemical
reaction, the diffusion of the gas pressure, the friction force, and the inertia of the moving
fluid. The mathematical model of the phenomenon originally involved five nonlinear partial
differential equations. The system was reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations
in the frame of coordinates related to the propagating combustion wave. The reduced system
represents a singularly perturbed system of ODEs and was studied using a new heuristic
approach for the analysis of the flame-propagation problem (a modified version of the MIM –
method of integral manifolds).

The analysis of the system trajectory in the phase space allowed us to conclude that the tra-
jectory consists of two stages having rather distinct properties. The first stage is characterized
by an approximate law of energy conservation and represents the fast motion from the initial
point in the direction of the attractive branch of the slow curve. While the fast motion takes
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place, the slow variable (introduced on the basis of the system-energy expression) conserves
its initial value. The second stage is distinguished by an approximate law of momentum
conservation. During the second stage, a fast motion occurs from the repulsive branch of
the manifold to the final stationary point. The slow variable (based on the momentum of
the system) conserves the value obtained at the matching point Q. These two subsequent
stages of the trajectory correspond to the two obvious physical subzones of the flame front.
The first stage can be associated with the preheat subzone of the flame, whereas the second
can be interpreted as the reaction subzone. Therefore, the flame front can be conditionally
subdivided into two subzones, namely the preheat and the reaction subzones. The matching
point Q separating these two subzones plays a key role in the determination of the flame
velocity.

The suggested approach allowed us to get an analytical estimate of the inertia effect on the
flame velocity. The desired estimate represents a solution of the algebraic equation (39). We
have shown, that, in the absence of the inertia, the flame velocity is proportional to the cubic
root of the Arrhenius exponent (45), which coincides with our earlier results [18]. The impact
of inertia grows with increasing flame velocity. The inertia influence becomes significant (up
to 15%) in the parametric region, where the speed of the combustion wave approaches the
sound velocity in a fresh mixture (for Mach number close to unity). The theoretical predictions
demonstrated good agreement with direct numerical simulations.

Finally, we note that, although the presented application of the modified MIM approach to
the model for pressure-driven flames in porous media does provide a broader more accurate
perspective than that previously obtained with non-inertial models, it is not devoid of defi-
ciencies. It is indisputable that a more realistic description should ideally include one or more
additional effects: the wider region of the flame velocities (inertia impact is expected to be
larger), thermal diffusion (conventional mechanism of flame propagation), more details of the
chemistry such that initiation of the chemistry via a radical pool can be accounted for, etc.
These directions for further improvement of our model are currently under investigation.
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